King of kings
Chapter 2366
“omi, then what are your plans for the next step.”
“Work hard to cultivate and become stronger one day sooner, then I’ll be able to go and seize the
heavens.”omi smiled.
“But the people outside, they’re still looking for you, the Immortal Emperor is also looking for you,
they don’t know you have a deal with the Blue Emperor.”
“It doesn’t matter, things can’t always go smoothly, the rest, I definitely have to rely on myself.”
At this moment, in the Ten Thousand Violet Cave, the Great Sage commanded, “Someone, go and bring
in omi.”
“Yes, Great Sage.”
omi quickly arrived at the Ten Thousand Violet Cave, wondering what the Great Sage of Ten Thousand
Violet suddenly invited him for, had he figured it out?”
“Pay your respects to the Great Sage.”
“Brother Tang, you and I needn’t be polite.”
“Great Sage, I don’t know what you’ve asked me to come here for.”
“Brother Tang, did Blue Emperor really say that he wanted me to help you?” First web site
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“Yes.”
omi lied at the moment and was also a bit nervous, if the Blue Emperor showed up in a few days,
wouldn’t that be the end of it.
“Okay, omi, when you defeat me someday in the future, I will willingly help you and help you seize the
heavens.I’ll never help you before you’re my opponent, even if the Blue Emperor is here, I’ll say so.”
“Thank you, Great Sage.”
“Go, go and strengthen your strength, your family is still free to live in the Ten Thousand Purple
Mountains.”
“Great Sage’s great kindness, Tzu-Chen has no teeth to forget.”
“Oh.”The Great Sage of Ten Thousand Violet smiled bitterly, there was no great kindness for him, it
was just a matter of being forced to do something, he also wanted to see what if omi could really
defeat him someday in the future and help omi.

omi returned home happy.
Everyone was also happy to hear the Great Sage say so.
omi didn’t stay at the Ten Thousand Violet Mountains for much longer, and the next day, omi was
ready to leave the mountain.
omi was going to find a way to become stronger, staying at the Ten Thousand Violet Mountain would
only make the Great Sage look down on him and would think that omi was afraid of the people outside
and stay at the Ten Thousand Violet Mountain to hide.
Mu Qianji and the others all went to bid omi farewell until they were sent to the boundaries of the Ten
Thousand Violet Mountain.
“Go back and wait for me to return.”omi waved his hand.
The crowd was reluctant to leave, because, omi might not return here for a short time after leaving
this time, or at least not until he had achieved something.
“omi, so many people are looking for you outside, you have to be careful.”Mu Qianji instructed.
“Don’t worry, if you hear in the future, that a person called Wind Lightning has risen, then you will
laugh three times, because, that person must be me.”
In order to cause unnecessary trouble, omi decided to change his face, change his appearance, and
then, change his name to Wind Light Cloud, even the Immortal Emperor couldn’t see through him, so
no one would know that he was omi if he only saw, or even saw with his own eyes, but without going to
specifically sense him.”
“Mmhmm.”
omi walked away, his disguise changing into a very ordinary looking man.
The three words omi would have to disappear for a while.
“I’m originally Windy and Light, Naive omi.”
omi thought inwardly, his name, wasn’t a bit unlucky.
Wind Lightning was his real name ah, omi was just the name of his replacement after he crossed over
in the mortal realm, did he really need to keep using the three words omi?
Moreover, son and minister, and son and minister, how can one call a king by that name, and son
Is, that is, someone’s son, a minister, a subordinate?
“Am I, henceforth, to change my name?”
Don thought as he walked away.
“Hey, then who, have you seen this guy?”At that moment, a person in front of him shouted.
When omi’s eyes looked, the portrait that person was holding in his hand was his.

“Who is this person, what are you looking for him for?”
“This is a felon of the Immortal Court, if you see it, please tell me, and anyone who knows anything
about it will be treated with the same crime.”That celestial soldier said.
“Oh, a felon of the Immortal Court looks so handsome, so worshipful.”
“What did you say?You want to die, don’t you?”That celestial soldier roared.
“Haha, I’m afraid you don’t have the power.”omi killed that celestial soldier with a sword and flew
away.
After omi’s disguise changed, it was true that no one recognized him, and everyone couldn’t see
through him.
omi also officially walked in the Immortal Realm under the name of Wind Lightning, continuing his
unfinished journey.
One million years later.
“Wind Lightning, what are you still standing around for, go look at the gate.”A man with a bearded
face yelled at Wind Lightning.
“Oh, it’s my turn again.”Wind Lightning smiled evilly and walked towards the gate.
This Wind Lightcloud was omi.
Right now, he was in a place called the ‘Fa Dynasty’, a force.
This Fa Dynasty was ranked fifth among the ten most powerful forces in the Earth Immortal Realm.
The Ten Thousand Violet Mountain was only ranked ninth.
This Fa Dynasty was ranked above Ten Thousand Violet Mountains.
After omi had changed his name, of course, he would not go to the Immortal Realm again and tossed
and turned and came to this Fa Dynasty.
As a result, Wind Lightning became an ordinary janitor in the Fa Dynasty.
omi didn’t need to be so low key, although with his true strength, he could have become an immortal
guest of the Fa Dynasty, but omi didn’t want to spend too much time, so he took the realm of Tai Xian
and became a janitor in the Fa Dynasty, leaving the rest of his time to cultivate the Lotus Peng Body
Refining Method, he certainly wouldn’t forget about resurrecting his loved ones.
The Lotus Pellet Body Refining Method was very, very difficult, and omi had been practicing it for
almost a million years and he still hadn’t achieved anything.
“Alas, with my talent, I’ve still gotten nothing, no wonder I can’t even practice it successfully as an
Immortal Emperor.”
“If I can cultivate the Lotus Pellet Body Refining Method, then it will surely become a very big
advantage.Because, in this world, even Immortal Emperors have people who want to be resurrected,

let alone others.If everyone comes to beg me to resurrect, then wouldn’t I be able to command the
crowd.”
omi smiled and sat down in the house in front of the city, then closed his eyes as he cultivated the
Body Refining Method and watched over the gate.
Along with omi watching the gate, there were dozens of Tai Immortals, they saw omi sitting down to
practice again, and they all grunted, “This Wind Lightning, he’s slacking off again, what the hell is he
practicing, the Fa Dynasty is inviting him to watch the gate.”
“Forget it, seeing how ugly he looks, he’s also pitiful.”
“In the name of his ugly looks, I would have reported him long ago.”
Everyone said one sentence after another, their words fell on omi’s ears, but unfortunately, omi didn’t
have any psychological fluctuations, as if it didn’t have anything to do with him.
omi’s current disguised appearance was very ordinary looking, with thick lips, a collapsed nose, a high
forehead, and thinning hair, it was simply unbearable to look at.
omi thought this was good, at least it saved him a lot of trouble from women.

